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Uncertainty in Health Risk Estimates 

u Conceptually difficult to understand 
without visual aids 

u  Shared decision-making becoming 
prevalent 
u Patients should be fully informed 

u Only 53% of health decision support 
tools convey a basic textual 
representation that there is uncertainty 
around the risk estimates (Bansback, 
2016) 



Why Atrial Fibrillation? 

u  Treated with warfarin 
u Decreases risk of stroke 

u Possibility of side effects 
u Potentially serious – e.g. internal bleed 

u Diverging data 
u All uncertainty is derived 

u  Risks & benefits given as point estimates 
u Values are uncertain 

u Averages not always helpful 



Project Goals 

u  Design a tool for developers of decision support 
tools to compare various methods of visualizing 
uncertainty 

u  Allow interaction with the tool such that the 
parameters of uncertainty can be changed 
u Degree of confidence (95% vs. 99%) 

u Point estimate (mean vs. median) 

u Sampling characteristics (entire sample vs. random 
sample) 

u Best & worst case scenarios given a sample 



Demo 



Importance of Interactivity 

u  Confidence intervals in gradient charts can be misleading 
u Random sample interaction with isotypes allows users to see 

rough estimates of probability distribution, but still in an easy to 
understand way, compared to violins 



Limitations, Critique and Lessons 

u  Data is simulated 
u Clinical prediction models can’t output enough information 
u May be difficult to get sufficient data for other diseases 
u Hard to generalize because of this 

u  Focus is on second-order uncertainty 
u Relatively easy to include first-order uncertainty in isotypes by 

randomly choosing people who are affected – but may 
make interpretation difficult 

u  Difficult to build a visualization that satisfies the lay-person 
u Randomized control trials needed to determine “best” 
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Thank you! 
Questions? 



Which is best? 

u  Isotypes (icon arrays) preferred in health 
u But they have no built-in channel to convey uncertainty 

u Violin plots good representation of underlying 
probability distribution 

u But unfamiliar to most people and can be complex 

u Gradient plots 
u Better than plain confidence intervals 

u Can be misleading 


